
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

 
CASE NO.:  9:20-cv-81163-MIDDLEBROOKS/BRANNON 

 
 
JEFFREY LAGRASSO and     
DEBORAH LAGRASSO, 
 
 Plaintiffs, 
 
vs. 
 
SEVEN BRIDGES HOMEOWNERS 
ASSOCIATION, INC., a Florida 
corporation, and RACHEL ABOUD 
TANNENHOLZ, 
 
 Defendants. 
 
_________________________________/ 
 

PLAINTIFFS’ SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF ON  
DISPARATE TREATMENT THEORY OF COUNT I 

 
 COME NOW the Plaintiffs, JEFFREY LAGRASSO and DEBOROAH LAGRASSO (the 

“LaGrasso’s”), by and through their undersigned counsel, and pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(f) 

and this Court’s Order dated May 14, 2021 (DE 178) (the “Order”), hereby respectfully file this 

supplemental brief in support of their disparate treatment theory of Count I, and in support thereof 

state as follows: 

INTRODUCTION1 

  The analysis relating to the disparate treatment theory in this case is straightforward be-

cause the Court has already assumed the presence of the first two elements of the claim – that Mrs. 

LaGrasso belongs to a protected class (Christian), and that she suffered adverse treatment in regard 

 
1  As the Court has pointed out, Defendant Association failed to move for summary judgment with respect to 
the disparate treatment theory of the § 3604(b) claim (Count I of the Complaint).  Notwithstanding, the Court has 
asked for briefing pursuant to the “notice and reasonable opportunity to respond” provision of Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(f), 
presumably because it intends to grant judgment independent of the fact that no motion is directed to the claim.   
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to housing in the form of a monetary assessment and suspension of use of the communal facilities.2  

Thus, it would appear that the third element is all we need to address – that religion was at least in 

part a motivating factor for the adverse treatment.3  

However, the singular instance evaluated by the Court – the sanctioning of Mrs. LaGrasso 

for her posts on Facebook, is not the entirety of the claim.  The Complaint alleges, and the evidence 

adduced in the case demonstrates, that the Association has been treating the LaGrasso’s in an ob-

jectively discriminatory manner since at least 2019 and through July 2020.  Some of the instances 

presented in the record evidence are as follows (these and others are addressed if further detail, 

with full record citations, in the Argument section below): 

• November 2019 – beginning with the Tennis Incident, the Association dis-
criminated against the LaGrassos by assigning members to a compliance 
committee that were close personal friends of the women who filed com-
plaints against Mrs. LaGrasso; by assigning a board member, who is an at-
torney, to attend the compliance hearing and prosecute the case against Mrs. 
LaGrasso – a prohibited practice under statutory law; by imposing sanctions 
exceeding its own fining schedule and exceeding what had ever been im-
posed on any other resident; and by refusing to take any action on any of 
the complaints of harassment of the LaGrasso children; 
 

• March 2020 – the Association treated Mrs. LaGrasso in a discriminatory 
manner when board members at an association meeting, just after entertain-
ing an open discussion about special events relating to the upcoming Pass-
over and Passover meal, mocked and embarrassed Mrs. LaGrasso and her 
religion for inquiring about Easter;   

 

 
2  See Order (DE 178) at 15.  To establish a prima facie violation of § 3604(b) based upon a disparate treatment 
theory (i.e. intentional discrimination), a plaintiff must prove (1) that they are members of a protected class; (2) that 
they suffered adverse treatment in regards to housing; and (3) that their protected class status was in part a motivating 
factor for their adverse treatment.  See Harris v. Itzhaki, 183 F.3d 1043, 1051 (9th Cir. 1999). 
 
3  Order (DE 178) at 15 (the question before the Court is whether a reasonable jury could conclude that Plain-
tiffs’ protected class status was in part a motivating factor for the adverse treatment). 
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• May/June 2020 – the Association treated the LaGrassos differently by ig-
noring their complaints about reprehensible religious harassment from Tan-
nenholz; by retaliating against the LaGrasso’s the very next day and sanc-
tioning them for, inter alia, alleged religious harassment; by creating a pre-
text of violations without any meritorious grounds; and by expressing en-
joyment about antagonizing the LaGrasso family in internal emails between 
board members; and, 

 
• July 2020 – the Association discriminated against the LaGrassos by substi-

tuting a compliance committee member who did not know Ms. Tannenholz 
for another member that had a personal relationship with Ms. Tannenholz; 
imposing (again) excessive sanctions that not only exceed its own fining 
schedule but vastly exceeded anything ever imposed on any other member 
within the community of 701 homes. 
 

Known as the “motivating factor” standard arising from the Supreme Court lineage of 

McDonnell Douglas,4 Reeves,5 and Desert Palace,6 the appropriate legal standard to be applied in 

this case on summary judgment is a lenient one.  It allows plaintiffs to rely on direct evidence, 

circumstantial evidence, or a combination of the two to establish the necessary causal link between 

a protected right and adverse treatment.   

Here, the totality of the evidence, which also includes facts that the entirety of the Associ-

ation board is Jewish, that the neighborhood is 80% Jewish, and that the Association knew the 

LaGrasso’s were not Jewish, satisfies the standard that a reasonable jury could find that religion 

was at least in part a motivating factor for the adverse treatment.  As a result, judgment should not 

be entered on the disparate treatment theory of Plaintiffs’ § 3604(b) claim. 

 

 

 
4  McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792 (1973). 
 
5  Reeves v. Sanderson Plumbing Prods., Inc., 530 U.S. 133 (2000). 
 
6  Desert Palace, Inc. v. Costa, 539 U.S. 90 (2003). 
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ARGUMENT 

A. There is Extensive Direct and Circumstantial Evidence that Religion was at least In 
Part a Motivating Factor for Adverse Treatment by the Association. 
 
As this Court correctly points out, we may draw upon Title VII hostile work environment 

cases for guidance.  To that end, the Civil Rights Act of 1991 amended Title VII to add new 

sections 703(m) and 706(g)(2)(B), with 703(m) creating a new, lower level of linkage for plaintiffs 

to establish the defendants' liability: plaintiffs must prove “that race, color, religion, sex, or na-

tional origin was a motivating factor for any employment practice, even though other factors also 

motivated the practice.”7  This is the “motivating factor” standard that the Court has already 

adopted.8   

The “motivating factor” standard is a more lenient standard than a “but-for” causation 

standard.  Desert Palace, Inc. v. Costa, 539 U.S. 90 (2003).  The standard requires a broad ap-

proach to evaluating evidence of discriminatory intent, with trial courts required to review direct 

and circumstantial evidence.  Id.; see also Reeves v. Sanderson Plumbing Prods., Inc., 530 U.S. 

133, 150 (2000) (courts should review all of the evidence in the record).  Moreover, trial courts 

“must draw all reasonable inferences in favor of the non-moving party, and it may not make cred-

ibility determinations or weigh the evidence.”  Reeves, 530 U.S. at 150.   

In Reeves, the lower court acknowledged “the potentially damning nature” of age-related 

comments made by the defendant but discounted them on the ground that they were not made in 

 
7  42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(m) (2000). 
 
8  Id. (the question for the Court is whether a reasonable jury could conclude that religion was in part a moti-
vating factor for the adverse treatment).  Once a prima facie case is established, defendant is required to rebut the 
presumption of discrimination.  As noted by the Court, Defendant Association did not move for summary judgment 
on the disparate treatment theory and, as a result, has not offered an explanation as an alternative to discrimination for 
all of the conduct pointed out later in this brief.  Order at 14, fn. 2; see McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 
792, 802 (1973) (defendant must rebut claim of discrimination with “legitimate non-discriminatory reason” for its 
actions in order to raise question of fact); see also Texas Dept. of Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248 (1981) 
(same). 
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the direct context of Reeves’s termination.  Id. at 152 (internal quotations omitted).  The Supreme 

Court reversed and the decision stands for the proposition that, even if not characterized as direct 

evidence, the age-related comments if believed would tend to support the conclusion that the de-

fendant was aware of the plaintiff’s age and that awareness negatively affected his opinion regard-

ing the plaintiff’s continued employment. 

In Ash v. Tyson Foods, Inc., 546 U.S. 454 (2006), the Supreme Court reversed the Eleventh 

Circuit because it had discounted evidence supporting an inference that the plaintiffs had been 

denied promotions because of their race.  Id.  Part of that evidence involved the plaintiffs being 

referred to as “boy” on some occasions.  The lower court ruled that the statements were not evi-

dence of discriminatory animus because “[w]hile the use of ‘boy’ when modified by a racial clas-

sification like ‘black’ or ‘white’ is evidence of discriminatory intent, the use of ‘boy’ alone is not 

evidence of discrimination.”  Id. at 456.  In response, the Court stated: 

Although it is true the disputed word will not always be evidence of 
racial animus, it does not follow that the term, standing alone, is 
always benign. The speaker's meaning may depend on various fac-
tors including context, inflection, tone of voice, local custom, and 
historical usage. Insofar as the Court of Appeals held that modifiers 
or qualifications are necessary in all instances to render the disputed 
term probative of bias, the court's decision is erroneous. 
 
Id. 
 

The holding in Ash clarifies that the probative nature of evidence should be viewed from a broad 

perspective and that statements as innocuous on their face as “boy” could be inferred by a jury as 

racist because they tend to show that a defendant either discriminated, or at the very least, had race 

on its mind. 

 Here, the instances of direct and circumstantial evidence tending to show that religion was, 

at least in part, a motivating factor for discrimination by the Association are plentiful: 
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• The Seven Bridges neighborhood is predominately Jewish;9 
 

• The entire board of the Association is Jewish;10  

• It is “pretty obvious” that the LaGrasso family is not Jewish;11  
 

• On January 10, 2020, Mr. LaGrasso complained to the Association about 
his children being harassed, disparaged and threatened by other residents 
during their tennis lessons;12 

 
• On January 11, 2020, one of the LaGrasso children complained to the As-

sociation about being harassed by other residents during their tennis les-
sons;13 

 
• In December 2019, a board member of the Association attended the first of 

two compliance committee hearings to prosecute complaints that had been 
filed against Ms. LaGrasso by the same women who had been harassing her 
children (the “Tennis Incident”);14 

 
• The compliance committee reviewing the complaints against Mrs. 

LaGrasso relating to the Tennis Incident had close personal relationships 
with the women who had been harassing the LaGrasso children;15 

 
• In February 2020, the Association fined and suspended Mrs. LaGrasso for 

the Tennis Incident beyond the maximums listed in its own fining sched-
ule;16  

 
9  According to Ms. Tannenholz, the neighborhood is 80% Jewish.  SOMF (DE 119) at ¶ 22. 
 
10  SOMF (DE 119) at ¶¶ 46 – 50. 
 
11  Mr. LaGrasso testified that “[i]t’s kind of obvious that we’re not Jewish, we have an Italian last name and 
that we wear crosses all the time and have a cross on the front of our – our door and Christmas trees and Christmas 
lights, so I mean it’s a pretty easy thing to determine.” Response to SOMF (DE 136) at ¶ 23; DE 119, Exhibit B – JL 
Depo. at 73:17 – 22.  
 
12  Response to SOMF (DE 136) at ¶ 23; DE 119, Exhibit G – Womack Depo. at 108:17 – 111:22. 
 
13  Response to SOMF (DE 136) at ¶ 23; DE 119, Exhibit G – Womack Depo. at 112:7 – 113:19. 
 
14  Edna Willis, the chairperson of the Association compliance committee, testified that George Kramer, who is 
also an attorney, was present at the December 2019 compliance hearing because “he indicated that he would be pre-
senting the board’s evidence,” a practice prohibited by § 720.305(2)(b).  Response to SOMF (DE 136) at ¶¶ 4, 34. 
 
15  Response to SOMF (DE 136) at ¶ 35 – 37.  
 
16  Mr. LaGrasso testified that the Association had repeatedly acted unilaterally against them, never going after 
anyone else and imposing penalties that are not even on the Association’s fining schedule.  Response to SOMF (DE 
136) at ¶ 23; DE 119, Exhibit B – JL Depo. at 73:8 – 74:22; 78:23 – 79:8;  
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• The Association never took any action on any of the LaGrasso complaints;17 

 
• During an association meeting in March 2020, board members for the As-

sociation publicly mocked and embarrassed Mrs. LaGrasso’s Christian faith 
when she asked about the Easter holiday;18 

 
• On May 27, 2020, Mr. LaGrasso notified the Association in writing about 

extremely disturbing and religiously harassing behavior of Ms. Tannen-
holz;19 

 
• Between June 3 and June 11, 2020, Mr. LaGrasso continued to follow up 

with the Association to complain about the religious harassment;20 
 

• On June 12, 2020, the very next day, and notwithstanding the reprehensible 
conduct of other residents reported by the LaGrasso’s, the Association sent 
a notice of violation to Mrs. LaGrasso alleging, inter alia, that posts she 
made on Facebook were “anti-semitic” (the “Facebook Posts”);21 

 
• The Association president found entertainment in pursuing Mrs. LaGrasso 

for exorbitant sanctions relating to the Facebook Posts as demonstrated by 
internal emails;22 

 
• In advance of the compliance committee hearing required by § 720.305, Fla. 

Stat. 720.305 relating to the Facebook Posts, the president of the Associa-
tion substituted one of the compliance committee members who did not 

 
  
17  Response to SOMF (DE 136) at ¶ 23; DE 119, Exhibit G – Womack Depo. at 113:20 – 118:1. 
 
18  Mrs. LaGrasso testified that the board had prompted and entertained discussion about the upcoming Passover 
and Passover meal but refused to allow a discussion that she prompted about the upcoming Easter holiday.  The 
Association board members made Mrs. LaGrasso feel like a child by reprimanding her for even raising her hand to 
suggest a discussion about the Christian holiday.  Response to SOMF (DE 136) at ¶¶ 3, 6, 14. 
 
19  SOMF (DE 119) at ¶¶ 23 – 26.  
 
20  SOMF (DE 119) at ¶¶ 29, 30; SOMF (DE 119), Exhibit A – JL Declaration at ¶¶ 31 – 33.  
 
21  SOMF (DE 119) at ¶ 34. 
 
22  Response to SOMF (DE 136) at ¶ 50.  A jury could infer that the president was so excited about the “list” 
referred to in the email because he knew it would antagonize and infuriate the LaGrasso’s.  The “list” of violations 
was intentionally parsed out among several irrelevant governing provisions to create duplicitous penalties for the same 
conduct in an effort to artificially magnify the fine and suspension that the Association proposed to levy against the 
LaGrasso’s.   
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know Ms. Tannenholz for another resident that had a personal relationship 
with Ms. Tannenholz;23 

 
• In July 2020, the Association assessed a $5,000 fine and a 330-day suspen-

sion of common area use rights against Mrs. LaGrasso, at least in part be-
cause of the alleged “anti-semitic” Facebook Posts;24 

 
• No other family within Seven Bridges has ever been fined $5,000 and/or 

suspended for 330-days;25 
 

• The basis for the sanctions against Mrs. LaGrasso are non-meritorious;26 
 

• The Association never took any action on the complaints of religious har-
assment that had been reported by the LaGrasso’s;27 

 
• The harassment by Ms. Tannenholz has continued with her intentionally 

riding her bicycle and driving her car to the LaGrasso home, stopping and 
loitering in front of the home, and watching the LaGrasso children and vid-
eotaping them “in a very creepy, disturbing manner.”28 

 
By all accounts, the foregoing evidence shows that the Association either discriminated 

against the LaGrasso’s or that, at the very least, it had religion on its proverbial mind.   

 
23  Response to SOMF (DE 136) at ¶¶ 35, 38, 39; Response to SOMF (DE 136), Exhibit K – Stricoff Depo. at 
54:3 – 4.  
 
24  Heidi Womack, the Association property manager, testified that she had never seen anyone fined $5,000 or 
an entire family suspended 330-days and had no idea where the penalty originated from or how it was calculated.  
Response to SOMF (DE 136) at ¶¶ 41, 42. 
  
25  SOMF (DE 119) at ¶¶ 44, 45. 
 
26  Response to SOMF (DE 136) at ¶ 26.  The Association cannot determine what is lawful or unlawful.  That 
function is for law enforcement and the judicial system.  The record is undisputed that Ms. Tannenholz was the only 
person ever cited for breaking the law as a result of her trespass upon the LaGrasso property.  Mrs. LaGrasso did not 
break the law and was not cited.  As relating to the Facebook Posts, Mrs. LaGrasso has the right to make comments 
on her own Facebook page and is not restricted by any provision of the governing documents that the Association 
identified. 
 
27  SOMF (DE 119) at ¶¶ 31 – 33. 
 
28  SOMF (DE 119) at ¶¶ 42, 43; Response to SOMF (DE 136) at ¶¶ 15, 24. 
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Moreover, the Association has not proffered evidence sufficient to raise a question of fact 

as its explanation as an alternative to discrimination.29  The best it has done is claim that it took no 

action against Ms. Tannenholz because, while she was trespassing upon the LaGrasso property 

and threatening the family, Mrs. LaGrasso threatened to shoot her.  That says nothing of all of the 

other instances of discriminatory conduct that the Association has engaged in, but rather hints at 

the oft-used “similarly situated” argument, which will now be addressed. 

B. The “Similarly Situated” Requirement. 

This Court in its Order also states that Mrs. LaGrasso was not similarly situated with Ms. 

Tannenholz because “Ms. Tannenholz did not threaten physical violence or maintain a public fo-

rum for disparaging the community.”  Order at 16.  There are several issues with that finding that 

Plaintiffs would address. 

First, as set forth in its June 12, 2020 letter, the Association sanctioned Mrs. LaGrasso 

separately for the “threat to shoot” as opposed to the “Facebook Posts” when it parsed out different 

violations for the different conduct.30  Thus, with respect to at least some of the violations that the 

Association alleged against Mrs. LaGrasso (five of the eight identified violations), the Association 

sanctioned Mrs. LaGrasso just for the Facebook Posts. 

Second, none of the violations have any legal basis.  The “threat to shoot” violations are 

each predicated upon “unlawful” use of the property or failure to observe governmental require-

ments.  The Association has never disputed – and, in fact, it is one of their main defenses – that 

 
29  See McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792, 802 (1973) (upon showing a prima facie case, a 
presumption of discrimination arises which defendant must rebut to create a question of fact); see also Texas Dept. of 
Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248 (1981) (same). 
 
30  SOMF (DE 119) at ¶ 34. 
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the police were involved and found no violation of the law by Mrs. LaGrasso.  But, the record is 

undisputed that Ms. Tannenholz was the one cited for any unlawful behavior, not Mrs. LaGrasso.31 

 Third, assuming arguendo that the Association can determine what is unlawful and what 

is not (as opposed to law enforcement and the judicial system), the evidence is disputed that Ms. 

Tannenholz was at the LaGrasso home for peaceful reasons.  Indeed, Mrs. LaGrasso has testified 

that Ms. Tannenholz was at the LaGrasso home to physically assault or threaten Mrs. LaGrasso 

which, again, is why Ms. Tannenholz was cited for an unlawful trespass. 32 

Fourth, the basis stated by the Association for its notice of violation relating to Mrs. 

LaGrasso’s Facebook Posts was that the posts were “factually incorrect, derogatory, anti-Semitic, 

and morally repugnant.”33  If those grounds apply to statements made by Mrs. LaGrasso then they 

also apply to the statements made by Ms. Tannenholz about Mrs. LaGrasso and her family being 

white supremacists and belonging in a Klan neighborhood, about not belonging in a Jewish neigh-

borhood, and about a “true anti-semite.”34 

Given the foregoing, Mrs. LaGrasso and Ms. Tannenholz are similarly situated in all ma-

terial respects, which is the current standard set forth in Lewis v. City of Union City, Georgia, 918 

F.3d 1213 (11th Cir. 2019) (en banc).35  Both are residents within the neighborhood and members 

of the Association, both were engaged in the same basic conduct (religious harassment), both 

agreed to be bound to the same governing rules of the Association, and both could have been fined 

and/or suspended by the Association. 

 
31  Response to SOMF (DE 136) at ¶ 27. 
32  Response to SOMF (DE 136) at ¶¶ 21, 26. 
33  SOMF (DE 119) at ¶ 34. 
34  SOMF (DE 119) at ¶¶ 18, 22. 
35  Pursuant to Lewis, the end goal is for a plaintiff and her comparators to be sufficiently similar, in an objec-
tive sense, such that they “cannot reasonably be distinguished.”  Id. at 1228, citing Young v. United Parcel Service, 
Inc., 135 S. Ct. 1338, 1355 (2015). 
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But even if Mrs. LaGrasso and Ms. Tannenholz are not perfect comparators, the Eleventh 

Circuit has addressed that issue too in Lewis v. City of Union City, Georgia, 943 F.3d 1169 (11th 

Cir. 2019), and held that the plaintiff's failure to produce a comparator does not necessarily doom 

the plaintiff's case.”  Id. at 1185, citing Smith v. Lockheed-Martin Corp., 644 F.3d 1321, 1328 

(11th Cir. 2011).  “Even without similarly situated comparators, ‘the plaintiff will always survive 

summary judgment if he [or she] presents circumstantial evidence that creates a triable issue con-

cerning the employer's discriminatory intent.’”  Id.  The Court stated the following grounds for its 

reasoning: 

[A] plaintiff will always survive summary judgment if he presents 
... ‘a convincing mosaic of circumstantial evidence that would allow 
a jury to infer intentional discrimination.  A “convincing mosaic” 
may be shown by evidence that demonstrates, among other things, 
(1) “suspicious timing, ambiguous statements ..., and other bits and 
pieces from which an inference of discriminatory intent might be 
drawn,” (2) systematically better treatment of similarly situated em-
ployees, and (3) that the employer's justification is pretextual. 
 
Id. (internal quotations omitted) (internal citations omitted). 
 

 Here, as described in the preceding section, there is extensive circumstantial evidence to 

establish a “convincing mosaic” of circumstantial evidence that would satisfy even the exemplar 

factors identified in Lewis – that is, there is suspicious timing between the complaints by the 

LaGrasso’s about the harassment by Tannenholz and the notice of violation that the Association 

sent to the LaGrasso’s the very next day; there are ambiguous statements by the Association about 

it not taking action because the police were involved but then taking action against Mrs. LaGrasso 

for something it new the police were involved with; there is systematically better treatment of other 

residents such as Ms. Tannenholz and the women who were involved in the Tennis Incident, all of 

whom had complaints filed against them for harassment of other residents (namely the LaGrasso 

family), were members of the Association and bound by its governing documents; and that the 
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Association’s stated justification is pretextual because there was no valid basis for the $5,000 fine 

and 330-day suspension.   

 Pursuant to the mandate of Lewis, Mrs. LaGrasso and Ms. Tannenholz are similarly situ-

ated in all material respects, and all of the evidence in our case “coalesces into a mosaic of circum-

stantial evidence” sufficient to create a triable issue of material fact on whether the Association’s 

actions were discriminatory on the basis of religion.  As a result, judgment should not be entered 

against the Plaintiffs. 

CONCLUSION 

For all of the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs respectfully submit that judgment should not be 

entered on the disparate treatment theory of Count I and that a jury should be permitted to weigh 

all of the evidence at trial. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 21st day of May, 2021, I electronically filed the forego-

ing document with the Clerk of the Court using CM/ECF.  I also certify that the foregoing docu-

ment is being served this day on all counsel of record, Karen Nissen, Esq. and Josef Fiala, Esq., 

counsel for Defendant Association, or pro se parties either via transmission of notices of Electronic 

Filing generated by CM/ECF or in some other authorized manner for those counsel or parties who 

are not authorized to receive electronic Notice of Electronic Filing. 

MURDOCH WEIRES PLLC 
      Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
      14 Southeast 4th Street 
      Boca Raton, Florida  33432 
      Tel.:  (561) 347-8700 
      Fax:  (561) 409-2341 
          

        
           By:_____________________________________  
      Scott A. Weires, Esq. 
      Florida Bar No. 0113761 

sweires@murdochweires.com 
jliotta@murdochweires.com 
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